MBRACE

Dining table 200 × 90 cm (35½“ × 78¾“)
Design by Sebastian Herkner | Item code: 085065 | Weight 40 kg /89 lbs | Volume 1,35 m³/48 cu ft
Measurements

Collection: MBRACE by Sebastian Herkner takes a joyfully unconventional approach to poolside furniture, bringing
DEDON fiber seating and a solid teak base together for the very first time. The result is an eye - catching, instantly likable
collection for lounging, dining and more. MBRACE captures the sp irit of barefoot luxury while extending the DEDON
design language into new, more Nordic territory.
Characteristics: Friendly, engaging, embracing, innovative, handcrafted.
Dining table: With a shape reminiscent of a surfboard, this distinctive dining table of solid, slatted teak is only 90 cm
(35½“) deep, creating a sense of intimacy and informality that makes it unique.
Frame: This table consists of premium teak.
Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water. Wash the teak base using DEDON teak cleaner. To retain the
golden-brown color of unweathered teak, we recommend applying DEDON teak oil at least once in every six months.

Additional items

Cover

56085065000

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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MBRACE

Dining table 270 × 90 cm (35½“ × 106¼“)
Design by Sebastian Herkner | Item code: 085055 | Weight 51 kg /113 lbs | Volume 1,83 m³/65 cu ft
Measurements

Collection: MBRACE by Sebastian Herkner takes a joyfully unconventional approach to poolside furniture, bringing
DEDON fiber seating and a solid teak base together for the very first time. The result is an eye - catching, instantly likable
collection for lounging, dining and more. MBRACE captures the sp irit of barefoot luxury while extending the DEDON
design language into new, more Nordic territory.
Characteristics: Friendly, engaging, embracing, innovative, handcrafted.
Dining table: With a shape reminiscent of a surfboard, this distinctive dining table of solid, slatted teak is only 90 cm
(35½“) deep, creating a sense of intimacy and informality that makes it unique.
Frame: This table consists of premium teak.
Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water. Wash the teak base using DEDON teak cleaner. To retain the
golden-brown color of unweathered teak, we recommend applying DEDON teak oil at least once in every six months.

Additional items

Cover

56085055000

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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